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Introduction. In the previous paper [3], the author introduced a theory
of generalized spectral operators based on spectral representations instead
of spectral measures. As Foias [2] first indicated, the spectral representa-
tion corresponding to a generalized spectral or scalar operator is not unique-
ly determined. In fact, if we take a spectral representation U and a nilpotent
operator Q: QkλΛ = 0, commuting with U and if we define V by

(P=~2~\~0ξ +i^v\f=f^ ^ € c~)> t h e n u a n d v a r e different C -spectral

representations corresponding to the same scalar operator.
In the present paper, we shall show that, for two commuting spectral re-

presentations £/and V corresponding to the same scalar operator, U(f) — V(f)
is quasi-nilpotent and in many cases, there is a relation expressed in the
above form. (See §3 and §6.)

On the due course of our argument, we shall see (§4) that the operators
Su=Uiλ) and S% = U(λ) (λ = ζ + iV and λ = ξ—ίy) together determine the re-
presentation U. Thus, in connection with our result mentioned above, we see
that S^—Sy is nilpotent in a certain sense when Su^Sy and S* commutes
with S* (§5).

We are able to consider the uniquely determined canonical representa-
tion for a scalar opertor 5 satisfying 5=5^ = 5* (§7). Such operators can be
regarded as a generalization of Hermitian operators and will be called real
scalar operators.

§ 1. Preliminaries.

1) The space C™ (0<ra<oo). In the present paper, the basic function
algebra (cf. [3]) is restricted to C^(0<77z<°o)5 the space of all complex valued
ra-times continuously differentiable (infinitely differentiable, if m—oo) func-
tions with compact supports on the two dimensional real space R2. When we
speak of a point of R2 as a variable of functions, we often identify it with a
point in the complex number field C, which is topologically equivalent to R2.
Thus, f(λ) and /(£, y) express the same function, where λ = ξ + iy eC and
(£, y) e R2. Throughout this paper, δ always denotes a compact set and 6 an
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open set in R2 = C. For any fe Cf, λf is the function λf(λ)=(ζ + ίy)f(i, v) and
If is the function λf(λ) = (ζ—ίy)f(ζ, y). The support of / is denoted by
supp f

Given a compact set δ, Cf — {feCm; supp f^δ} (m: finite) is a Banach
space with the norm

l Qm1+m2r ,

11/11,,,, = sup _

and CΓ is a Frechet space with the norms { [ | / | | M ; & = 1> 2, •}. For any m,
we introduce the inductive limit topology in Cf defined by {Cf}δ. We know
that if mι<m2, then C™2 is dense in C™1 in the topology of C™1.

The following lemma, which is an extension of the Weierstrass approxi-
mation theorem, will be used in several places in this paper.

LEMMA 1. (Cf. [5] p. 108, Theorem III.) Let f0 e Cf be fixed. For any
f e Cw, there exists a sequence {Pn} of polynomials in ξ and V such that Pnfo~^ffo
in Cm

c (0<m<oo).

2) The space E. The space E on which we consider operators is sup-
posed to be a separated locally convex space such that L(E\ the space of
all continuous linear operators on E, is quasi-complete with respect to an @-
topology ([1]; Θ is a family of bounded sets in E). We always consider the
given ©-topology in L(E) unless otherwise specified. Then L(E) is quasi-com-
plete with respect to the simple convergence topology and E is also quasi-
complete. The topology of bounded convergence (the case @ = all bounded
sets in E) will be denoted by rb. The strong dual of E is denoted by E'. For
Te L(E\ sp(T) is the spectrum of T (see [6]).

We collect here the fundamental notions and some important results
given in [3].

3) C™-spectral representations on E (cf. Def. 1.1 of [3]). A mapping U
of Cf into L(E) is called a Cf-spectral representation if it satisfies the f ollwing
two conditions:

a) /-> U(f) is a continuous linear multiplicative mapping of the topolo-
gical algebra Cf into the topological algebra L(E);

b) There exists a net {/J in Cf such that U(fΛ)χ-+χ for all x e E.

If 77ii<77z2, then any Cf'-spectral representation is a Cf'-spectral repre-
sentation.

4) Spaces Eu>s (Def. 2.1 of [3]). We define Eu>σ= {U(f)x; fe Cf, supp
/"Cσ, x e E} for an open set σ and Eu>8 = Γ\Eu,σ for a compact set d. Eu>δ is a

δcσ

closed subspace of E. I t is easy to see t h a t EU><T=\JEU>B. Therefore, EU>(T is
σZ)δ

determined by {Eu>8} s ; compact. Let EU = EU>C = \JEU,S (this is denoted by
s

Eu>0Oin [3]). It is a dense subspace of E. If supp U is compact, then Eu =
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EU>8 = E for all δ 3 supp U.

LEMMA 2. (Prop. 2.1 and Prop. 2.2 of [3]) Let δ be a compact set and U
be a Cf-spectral representation.

a) x 6 EUj8 if and only if U(f)x = 0 for all fe Cf such that supp fr\δ = φ;
b) x€ EUf8 if and only if U{f)x—x for all f £ Cf such that f—1 on a

neighborhood of δ.

5) Cf-scalar operators (Dei. 1.2 and 2.2 of [3]). A linear transforma-
tion S on E with domain Ds is called a Cf-scalar operator if there is a Cf-
spectral representation U such that Ds^Eu and S/Eu>8 = U(lf8)/Eu,8 for any
compact set δ, where f8 is any function in Cf such that f8 = 1 on a neighbor-
hood of δ.

If mι<m2, then any Cf'-scalar operator is Cf'-scalar.
Given a Cf-spectral representation Z7, let Suχ=U(λf8)x for # e Eu>8. Then

Sc/ with domain Eυ is a C^-scalar operator such that U is a corresponding
spectral representation.

LEMMA 3. (Cf. Th. 1.1 of [3]) Let U be a C™-spectral representation on E
and let Ψ 6 Cm

c. Then
a) The representation U9 defined by

U9>(f)=U(fo<p-f(0))+f(0)I for feC™

is a C™-spectral representation.
b) U(φ) is a C™-scalar operator such that U9 is a corresponding spectral

representation. Furthermore, we have sp(U(φ))^φ(C).

6) Cf-spectral operators (Def. 3.1 of [3]). A linear transformation T on
E with domain Dτ is called a C™-spectral operator if there is a Cf-spectral re-
presentation U such that Ότ^Eυ, TU(f)=U(f)T on Eυ and TU(f) eL(E) for
al l/6 Cf and sp(T/Eu>δ)^δ for any compact set δ such that Eu>8=f={0}. It is
known that a Cf-scalar operator is a Cf-spectral operator.

LEMMA 4. (Th. 3.1 of [3]) // U and V correspond to the same C™-spectral
operator, then Eu,s=EV!8 for all compact sets δ.

By this lemma, we sometimes write Eτ,8 (resp. Eτ) instead of Eu>8 (resp.
Eu) for a spectral operator T.

LEMMA 5. (Th. 4.1 of [3]) If T is a Cf-spectral operator and U is a cor-
responding Cf-spectral representation, then the transformation Q=T—Su de-
fined on Eu satisfies lim | <Qnx, χ> \ 1/w = 0 for all x e Eu and x e Έ.

In particular, if Eu = E, then Qis a quasi-nilpotent operator.

§ 2. Auxiliary results on spectral representations.

PROPOSITION 1. Let U be a Cf-spectral representation on E and let U9 be
the spectral representation given in Lemma 3 for φ e Cf. Then, for any compact
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set δ, we have

f
σ:open

if

if

PROOF: (i) The case 0$δ. In this case, φ~~ι(β) is compact. For any open
set O £ sucjti that 0<£σ, we have

Since φ~\&) is open, it is easy to see that

Eϋ, ψ- !(δ) = f\Eu, ψ- J(r).
σDδ

Hence, we have

Eu9,s = f\Eu 9, a^ Γ\Eu} 9-i(a) — EU)9-
σ D δ

Suppose now that x e Eu,9-\sy Let fe C™ be equal to 1 on a neighborhood
σ of δ and /(0) = 0. Then foφ = l on ^"1(^) Hence, by Lemma 2, b), we see
that Uψ{f)x = U(fo<p)x = x. Using Lemma 2, b) again, we conclude that x e
Eu9,s* Therefore, EUψ>8^Eu>(p-\8), so that the equality holds.

(ii) The case 0 e δ. Let % e Eu<p>s. For any open set O δ, we can find a
function fcCf such that / = 1 on a neighborhood of £ and supp fCΰ> Then

Λ = U9(f)% by Lemma 2, b). Since /(0) = 1, U9(f)x= U(fo<p-ΐ)x + Λ. Hence

Λ = £/(/o<? - i ) Λ + x. Now, Let {/Λ} c cm

c is a net such that U(fa)x-^x for all
Λ βE1. Then

x = lim Ϊ/(/Λ>Λ; = lim U(fΛ) [U(fo<p - l)x + x]
Ob Ob

= lim {U[_fa(foφ) -fa]x+ U(fa)x}
Oίi

= \iτaU[fa(foφy\x.
Ob

Since supp [/Λ(/o^)] <^φ-ι(σ\ we have Ϊ 7 [ / Λ ( / O ^ ) ] Λ eEϋt9t-i(σ). Hence the

above equality limplies that x e EUy<p-\σ). Therefore, EU(p>8
O"D8

Conversely, suppose x e f\Eu,9-\σy Let feC™ be equal to 1 on a neigh-

borhood σ of δ. Then, we can find a net {xa} ^Eu>(p-i{(T) such that xa-^x. Since
yo^-lr=0 on φ-\σ\ U(fo<p-ΐ)χΛ=0 for all a. Therefore, U9(f)x = x. It
follows then that x e Eu9>8 by Lemma 2, b).

COROLLARY. If U and V are two C™-spectral representations such that
EUf8—Ev>8 for all compact sets δ, then Eϋ9,8—Eγ9>8 for any φ e C™ and for any
compact set δ.
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LEMMA 6. Let U and V be two Cm

c -spectral representations such that Eu,s =
Ev,8 for all compact sets δ. If /, f0 e C™ and fo = l on a neighborhood of supp /,
then U(f)V(fo)=U(f).

PROOF : Let δ be any compact set containing supp f0 and let fδ e C™ be
equal to 1 on a neighborhood of δ. Then for any % e EUfδ,

ίU(f) V(fo) - U(f)2 x = U(f) V(fo)x - U(f) V(fδ)x

= U(f)V(fo-fδ)x.

Since supp (fo—fs)r\ suppf=φ, we have U(f)V(fo—fB)x=O by Lemma 2, a).
Therefore, U(f)V(fo)x=U(f)x for all x e EUts. Since δ is arbitrary and since
Eu is dense in E, we have the lemma.

§ 3. Difference of two spectral representations (I).

The previous proposition, together with Lemma 5, yields one of our main
results:

THEOREM 1. If U and V are two commuting C™-spectral representations
such that Eu,δ = Ev>8 for all compact sets 5, then U(φ) — V(<P) is quasi-nilpotent
for any Ψ e C™.

PROOF: We consider the Cf-spectral representations U9 and Vψ con-
structed in Lemma 3 from U and Vrespectively. Let T=U(φ). Then sp(T) is
compact and T e IXE\ hence Eτ—E. Since U9 is a Cf-spectral representation,
we have (see Prop. 2.3 of [3])

for any compact set δ such that EUψ>δφ {0}, where fs e C™ is equal to 1 on a
neighborhood of δ.

On the other hand, by the definition of U^ we have

+fδ(0)U(<P)

(0)J]

Hence, U9(λfδ)/EU9>,δ — T/EUίp>δ. From the corollary to Proposition 1, it follows
that U9(λfδ)/EUψ, δ = T/Ev9> δ. Therefore, we obtain sp {T/EVψ, δ) £ δ . This
implies that T is C^-spectral with respect to the representation V9. Since

= Sv9, Lemma 5 implies that T—V(φ)=U(φ) — V(φ) is quasi-nilpotent.

COROLLARY. If U and V are two commuting C™-spectral representations
corresponding to a C™-spectral operator T, then U(f) — V(f) is quasi-nilpotent
for any f e C™.

PROOF: This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4 and the above
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theorem.

§ 4. The operator S#.

Given a C^-spectral representation U> we define the operator S$ by

S*x = /7(I/δ)# for * e J^, δ j

where/δ 6 Cf is equal to 1 on a neighborhood of δ.

LEMMA 7. Γfee operator S$ with the domain Eυ is a C™-scalar operator.

PROOF: If we define £/*(/) = £/(/*) for /eC?, where f*(λ)=f(Z) (i.e.,
/*(£, -η)=f(ξ9 —y)), then Ϊ7* is a C^-speetral representation and Su=Sv*.

PROPOSITION 2. Lei Z7 and V be two spectral representations. Then U= V
if and only if Su = Sv and S*=S*.

PROOF: The "only if" part is trivial. Suppose now that Su=Sv and S$ =
S*. It follows that Eu=Ev. For any /eC™ and for any χζEu=Ev, there
exists a compact sed δ such that δ^suppf and x e Eu>8r\EV)8. Let f8 e C™ be
equal to 1 on a neighborhood of δ. By Lemma 1, we can find a sequence {Pn}
of polynomials such that Pnfs-^ffs—f in CJ. Now, each Pw can be written in
the form *Σibjkλ

rλ\ so that

Hence, U(Pnf8)x= V(Pnf8)χ by assumption. Hence, by the continuity of U and
F, we have U(f)= V(f) on Eϋ9 hence on £".

COROLLARY. Let U and V be two G™-spectral representations correspond-
ing to a scalar operator S. Then, U= V if and only if S% — Sγ.

PROPOSITION 3. Let U (resp. V) be a C^-(resp. C™'-) spectral representation
and suppose that Eu = Ev. Then U and V are commuting if and only if Su, Sv,
S* and S* commute each other.

PROOF : Given feC*?, g e Cf and x e Eυ = Ev, there is a compact set δ
such that δ 3 (supp f) \J (supp g) and x € EU>8ΓΛEV}8. Again by Lemma 1, we
can find sequences {Pn} and {Qn} of polynomials in ξ and y such that Pnfs-^f
in C? and Qnfs-^g in Cf, where /δ e C" is equal to 1 on a neighborhood of δ.
Then, as in the proof of the previous proposition, we obtain U(f)V(g) —
V(g)U(f).

COROLLARY. Let U (resp. V) be a C™- (resp. Cf'-) spectral representation
corresponding to a given scalar operator S. Then U and V are commuting if
and only if S* and S* commute.
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5. Difference of two spectral representations (II).

In the case the spectral representations U and V correspond to the same
scalar operator, we are able to discuss in more details using the operators Sfi
and 5*.

PROPOSITION 4. Let U and V be two C™-spectral representations correspon-
ding to a scalar operator S. Suppose that S$ and S* commute and let <2=S* — S*.

a) If m is finite•, then Q2m+1x=0 for all x e Eυ\
b) If m=°o and if the given topology of L(E) is τb, then for any bounded

set B in Eu>8 (δ is a fixed compact set) and for any equi-continuous part A' in
E' there exists a positive integer k0 = k0 (B, Af) such that (Qkx, x'y = 0 for all
J£>k0, x e B and x e A.

PROOF: Let δ be any compact set and let x € Eu>8. We consider the func-
tions

where λ = ζ + iy and z—uΛ iv are complex numbers and f8 c C™ is equal to 1 on
a neighborhood of δ. Then, obviously fz, /

 1 6 Cf. By considering the power
series expansions of the exponential functions and the convergence of the
series in the space C™, we can see t h a t υ

U(fz)x = exp [zU(λf8) - zU(λf8)Ί x = exp(zS% - zSv)x,

V(f;ι)x = exp [zV(λf8) - zVQLfύΊ* = expQsSv - *S$)x

Since Su = Sv and V(f~2

ι) 6 Eu>h we have

1)* = exp [z(5* - 5*)]x = exp(zQ)x.

Let δo = suppf8 and let | | / U ^ | I / I I M 0 for feCR (cf. §1,1). Then it is easy to
see that for any z with | z I > 1 ,

\k<Mk\z\\ \\f:ι\\k<M'k\z\\

where Mk and M\ are positive numbers independent of z.

a) Now, let m be finite. Then U is a continuous mapping of the Banach
space Cf0 into L(β). Therefore, {U(f);fe Cfϋ, H/||M<1} is a bounded set in
L(β). Since E is quasi-complete, it follows that the set {U(f)x;feCψ0, \\f\\m <
1, x e B} is bounded in E for any bounded set B in E. (See [1], Corollary 1 in
p. 22.) Hence there is a positive number MB,X'(X £ Er) such that

\<U{fz)x,x'y\<MBtX

1) For an operator Γ, exp Tx is defined by the series exp Tx^ Σ j — . Since E is quasi-complete,

all the series of exponentials appearing here converge in E.
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for all xcB and |z | > 1 . Similarly, there exists a positive number NX)X,(x e Eu>8,
x 6 E) such that

\<V(f;1)χ,χr>\^Nx,x,\z\M

for all \z\>l. Therefore, the set Bx = {V(f:ι)χ/\z\m\ \z\>l) is bounded in £,
so that we have

for all \z\>1, or

< M B X , X

\<exp(zQ)x,x'>\<MBχ,x,\z\2m

for all | z | > 1 . Since (exp{zφx, Λ/> is an entire function of z, it follows then
that it is a polynomial of degree at most 2m. Therefore, <22w+1 = 0.

b) Next, suppose that m=oa and the given topology of L(E) is τb. Let
B be a bounded set in Eu>8. Since V is a continuous mapping of Cδ~ into L(E),
there is a positive integer kι = kι(B, x) {x e Er) such that

for all x e B and / e Cδ~. Therefore,

for all x e B and U | > 1 . Hence the set Bλ= { K / ί ^ / k l * 1 ; * e £ , U |>1} is
bounded in £. Similarly there is another integer k2 = k2(Bu A') for an equi-
continuous part A' in E' such that

for all Λ e Bu x e A and / e Q . Hence

<MB,A,

for all x e B, x e A and . Therefore, by taking feo = fti l, we have
ζQkχ, χ'y = O for all x e B, x e Af and fc>k0 by a similar argument as in a).

COROLLARY 1. If E is a Banach space, then we can choose k0 independent
of B and Af in the statement b) of the above proposition.

PROOF: If E is a Banach space, then the space L(E) with the topology τh

is also a Banach space. Since U (resp. V) is continuous on C^, there exists a
positive integer h (resp. k2) such that \\U(f)\\<M\\f\\ki (resp. [|K/)[|<^f ||/[|*2)
for / e Cδ~. Hence, we have

\\U(fz)V(f;1)\\^M"\z\ki+k*.

Therefore, we conclude that Qkι+k*+ιx=0 for all χeEu>8 and ko = k1 + k2 + l de-
pends only on d.
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COROLLARY 2. Let S be a C™-scalar operator with compact spectrum and
let U and V be two C™-spectral representations corresponding to S such that S*
and S* commute and let Q=Su~ S*.

a) // m is finite, then Q2m+1 = 0.
b) If m= oa and if the given topology of L(E) is τb, then Q is a quasi-

nilpotent operator such that for any bounded set B in E and any equi-continu-
ous part A in E', there exists a positive integer ko — ko(B, A) such that (Qkx, xry
= 0 for all x e B, % e A and ¥>k0. If in particular, E is a Banach space, then
Qis a nilpotent operator.

PROOF: It is enough to take δ = sp(S) in the above proposition and corol-
lary.

REMARK. In general, the condition that S* and S* commute cannot be
removed to obtain the nilpotency of Q. In fact, there is an example of C™-
spectral representations U and V corresponding to the same scalar operator
such that Q is not even quasi-nilpotent:

Let E be the two dimensional complex linear space and let

U(f) (a, β) = (f(l)a + (Df) (l)/9, f(V)β\

Vφ (a, β) = (f(l)*, f(V)β + (Df) (l)α)

for fe C\ and (a, β) e E, where D = ^-(-QJ
 + i " 9 y ) . Then U and V are C\-

spectral representations on E corresponding to the identity I. Since Q(a, /?) =
[C/(λ) — F(λ)](α, β) = (β, —a), Q is not quasi-nilpotent.

§ 6. Difference of two spectral representations (III).

THEOREM 2. Let U and V be two C™-spectral representations corresponding
to a scalar operator S such that S* commutes with S*. Let Q = Sfi — S* and

a) // m is finite, then

for feσc

m.
b) // 7κ= oc, if E is a Banach space and if the given topology of L(E) is

τb, then

for fe C;, where k&is a positive integer depending on f. If, in addition, sp(S)
is compact, then k0 can be chosen independent of f.
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PROOF : a) Let / e Cf1, let δ be a compact neighborhood of supp f and let
ft € C^ be equal to 1 on a neighborhood of δ. By Lemma 1, we can find a
sequence {Pn} of polynomials in ξ and y such that

(DkPn)β -> (D*/)/δ = D*/ (n-> oo)

in C? for all fc=0, 1, ..., 2™, since
If P is a polynomial in ξ and ??, then it can be written in the form
ΛμP. Hence, for x a EUM

By Proposition 4, we know that ρ 2 w + 1 = 0. Hence,

2m I

ϋ(PΛ/a)* = Σ -j

for x e EUf8. Letting 7z-̂ oo5 we have

for x 6 £^>δ. Let/o £ C™ be equal to 1 on a neighborhood of supp f and supp f0

<Ξ<Ϊ. Then U(fo)χeEU)8 f o r a n y ^ e ^ and U(ffo)=U(f). Also we have
V(Dkf)U(fo)=V(Dkf) by Lemma 6. Hence we have the required formula.

b) In this case, there is ko = ko(δ) (δ^suppf) such that Qk^+1 = 0 by Corol-
lary 1 to Proposition 4. Hence we obtain the expression of U(f) by an argu-
ment similar to a). Here, we should remark that, given / 6 C~, we can find a
sequence {Pn} of polynomials such that (DkPn)f8-^Dkf (n->°°) in C~ for all
&—0, 1, •••, &o

COROLLARY. Let U and V be two C™-spectral representations corresponding
to a scalar operator S and suppose S$ commutes with S*.

a) // m is finite, then [C/(/) - F(/)]2 w-' r l = 0 for any f e Cm

c.
b) If m— oo and if E is a Banach space with the given topology tb in L(E\

then U(f) — V(f) is a nilpotent operator for any fe C".

PROOF : a) If / e C3

c

m, then Theorem 2, a) implies that [£/(/) - V{f)fm+ι =
0. Since C\m is dense in C™, this is ture for any / 6 C?.

b) This follows from Theorem 2, b).

REMARK. In the case where m=°o and E is not a Banach space, it is pos-
sible to obtain results of the above type for certain C"-functions. For ex-
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ample, if / e C~ is a function such that Dkf— 0 for some A; on a compact set δ,
then we have the convergence of the series in Theorem 2 on Eu,s and we can
see that U(f) — V(f) is a quasi-nilpotent operator on Eu>δ such that <[£/(/) —
F(/)]**, x'> = 0 for some k = k(x, x) (x e Eυ, s, x' e E). We omit the detailed
discussion of this type in this paper, since we already know that U(f) — V(f)
is quasi-nilpotent (Corollary to Theorem 1) and it seems, at present, to be of
little value to investigate further in this direction.

§ 7. Real scalar operators.

PROPOSITION 5. Let T be a C™-spectral operator with compact spectrum
sp(Γ). Then sp(Γ) lies on the real axis if and only if there exists a C™-spectral
representation U corresponding to T such that S?/=S*.

PROOF: Suppose sp(T) lies on the real axis. Let φz be a Cm-function on
R such that φz = 1 on a neighborhood of 0 and supp <PS^ [— ε, ε]. For any
/eCf, let

Given a C^-spectral representation V corresponding to 71, we define U by U(f)
= V(fs). Since supp V is contained in the real axis (in C)(Prop. 3.1 of [3]),
we see that U(f) does not depend on the choice of φs. It is easy to see that U
is a C^-spectral representation commuting with T and supp U is contained in
the real axis.

Let δ be a compact set such that £^>δ=^{0}. For any open set σ contain-
ing δ, we can find feC™ and ε>0 such that f=l on a neighborhood of δ and
suppfzCΰ- Then, xeEu>8 implies x=U(f)χ=V(f)x € Ev>σ. Hence Ev>^Ev,σ,
which follows tY&t Eu>8<^EVf8. Therefore, Ev,δφ{0} and sp(T/Eu>8)^sp(T/Ev,8)
S i , so that U is a C^-spectral representation corresponding to T. It is ob-
vious that Su^Su

Conversely, suppose that T=Su

JrQ and Su = Su. Since Q is quasi-nilpotent
and T, Su are regular elements of L(E), we have sp(T) = sp(Su) + sp(Q) = sp(Su)
(see [6]). From the condition Su=S%, it follows that Su=U(ξ). Hence sp(Su) =
sp(T) lies on the real axis by Lemma 3, b).

PROPOSITION 6. Suppose m is finite (resp. m=oo and E is a Banach space
with the topology rb in L(E)). If S is a C™-scalar operator whose spectrum is
compact and contained in the real axis, then there exists a unique C™-spectral
representation U such that S=Su=S*.

PROOF: Let V he a C^-spectral representation corresponding to 5, i.e.,
S=SV. We can construct a function fε 6 C™ for each ε, 0<ε<l, such that/ ε = l
on a neighborhood of sp(S\ /ε(f, V) = 0 if \v\>e and \\f^ι<Me'1 for all ε,
where Λf>0 is independent of ε. Let gk,s(£> ^ ) Ξ (2^)*/ε(?5 V). Then we have
\\gk>s\\ι<Mke

k''1 for all /b = 0, 1, and ε, where Mk>0 is independent of ε. Since
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V is continuous from Cf into L(β\

KV(gk,s)x,x'>\<A(x,x')e k-m

for xeE and x e E', where A(χ,x')>0 is independent of ε and h. (resp.
\\V(gk,z)\\<Aek~m° for some m0, where A>0 is independent of ε and ft.)

Since sp(S) lies on the real axis, supp V is contained in the real axis.
Therefore, we have V(gk;t) = (Sv-S$)k for all ε and ft=0, 1, ••• Hence, if we
let Q=SV-S$, then

*'> I <A(χ, x')εk-m (resp. ||

Since ε is arbitrary (0<ε<l), it follows that Qk = 0 for all &>7?z(resp. k>m0).
Now it is easy to see that

U(f) = Σ ^ r F(Z)*/)Q* (resp. = Σ ^ ^ / ) Q * )

satisfies the proposition, where Z)=-o~( "Λ*" + ί"â τ )• The uniqueness follows
Δ \ σς 0'] J

from Proposition 2.
DEFINITION. A linear transformation S is called a reαi C™-scalar operator

if there exists a C^-spectral representation U such that S/Eu=Su=Su The
C^-spectral representation £/ satisfying this relation is uniquely determined
by Proposition 2 and is called the canonical representation of S.

The above two propositions imply that, in the case where m is finite or
7τz= oo and E is a Banach space with the topology rb in L{E\ a C^-scalar opera-
tor S with compact spectrum is real if and only if sp(S) lies on the. real axis.

REMARK. If E is a Hubert space, then any Hermitian operator on E is a
real C^-scalar operator and vice versa. Therefore, the notion of real scalar
operators is a generalization of that of Hermitian operators.

PROPOSITION 7. i) If S is a real C™-scalar operator, then any C™-spectral
representation corresponding to S is commuting with the canonical representa-
tion of S.

ii) // Si and S2 are. commuting real C™-scalar operators, then their can-
onical representations are commuting.

iii) If U is a C™-spectral representation and φ e C™ is real valued, then
U(φ) is a real C™-scalar operator and its canonical representation is given by
U9 in Lemma 3.

iv) Let Si and S2 be commuting real C~-scalar operators and suppose
sp(Si) and sp(S2) are both compact. Then P(SU S2) is a real C™-scalar operator
for any polynomial P in two variables with real coefficients. In particular,
Sι + S2 and SιS2 are real C~-scalar operators.

PROOF: i) and ii) are immediate consequences of Proposition 3 and its
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corollary, iii) follows from Lemma 3. iv) is a consequence of the corollary
to Proposition 3.1 in [4] and ii) above.

EXAMPLE. Let E= ^(Rn) = the space of rapidly decreasing C°°-ΐunctions
on Rn. (Or, we may let E= (^(RΛ))'.) Then any differential operator of the
form

where P is a polynomial in n variables with real coefficients, is a real C~-
scalar operator on E. (Cf. Example 2.5 of [3])

An indication of further development: It may be possible to consider
similar canonical representations for other type of generalized scalar opera-
tors, e.g., for C^-scalar operators whose spectra lie in a Cm-curve in C.
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